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To:
The Chief Operating Officer
Meta Platforms Inc.
1 Hacker Way
Menlo Park, CA 94025
United States of America

RE: THE TRANSFER OF THE KAG PROJECT’S ‘HIGH-TECH BUSINESS
ECOSYSTEM’ TO META PLATFORMS INC.
Please refer to my earlier letters, of which the latest was delivered on 20 April 2022.
The purpose of today’s letter is to update you on my decision to transfer The KAG
Project’s ‘high-tech business ecosystem’ to your corporation without any
consideration, other than that I be engaged as one of the ecosystem’s resources
perhaps on a monthly basis, either by your corporation or by any other suitable
individual or legal entity.
In this role, I would carry out the duties that would be assigned to me pursuant to
the successful establishment of the ‘business ecosystem’. Also, I would have the
opportunity to provide definitive information regarding the included technological
inventions; for example the ‘Special Eye Wear’ that will eventually enable mind-tomind communication and augmented sensing, and give sight to the blind (even
those who would have been blind from birth). I could start off my duties by compiling
[1] a Project Blueprint detailing all the initially necessary information pertaining to
the ‘business ecosystem’, and [2] a full listing of the planned Cluscomms and
Unicomms globally, including their estimated populations. [Notably, the Project
Blueprint would completely detach the ‘high-tech business ecosystem’ from The KAG
Project, with the Project Blueprint focussing entirely on business matters and serving as the
originating resource for the ‘business ecosystem’, based upon which your staff could design
assorted business products and features. Also, it is my intention that the Vision and Mission
Statements for WORLDNEXT would not be for public consumption.]
My employment as detailed above would serve as my signal that you would be taking
on board the ‘high-tech business ecosystem’. Your HR people can reach me via the
contact details on Sheet Serial No. 6, but please note that I am available to take voice
and video calls only after 6 PM ET on weekdays (my weekends are a lot more flexible).
Regarding availability, I could work virtually or in-person, or relocate to any part of
the world if the need arose.
The obvious import of this letter is that the consideration spelt out at Item 6.0 of the
earlier circulated THE KAG PROJECT SALE PROPOSAL is no longer applicable; however,
I do hope that you would consider helping me to raise the funds needed to purchase
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suitable land for the Smart City project, as described at Item 5.2, once the ‘business
ecosystem’ would have become adequately profitable. NB: A copy of THE KAG
PROJECT SALE PROPOSAL is linked at my website’s homepage (www.JosephKuria.com),
along with the other documents I circulated to you earlier, including copies of my personal
documents. [The Smart City project will be understood as my independent experimentation
with social administration, based off the success of the 3D digital Earth; whereby societal
decisions would be undertaken as explained on pages 3 and 4 of The KAG Project Overview,
including the identification and continuous reviewing of community, city, Cluscomm, and
Unicomm admins. And not a single societal decision would fall outside the orbit of social
administration; not even criminal trials, where members of the affected community would
contribute their ‘opinions and observations’ online as a ‘jury’, before a trained judge makes
the final determination, only that the judge would be guided by the Truth as opposed to the
present-day’s legal technicality and jargon.]
Once the Smart City becomes functional, the Almighty God will guide His project to
unimaginable success, leading to countless other COMMUNITYNEXT geo-located
communities around the world copying the social administration experiment; from
the mode of identification of the social administration’s leaders, the Truth-based
social justice system, the Smart City’s amazing physical infrastructure, to the 3D
digital Earth’s currency, which will be the Smart City’s sole legal tender. And
therefore in the years to come, virtually every human being will be a user of the many
features and services that will be offered by the ‘high-tech business ecosystem’.
The successful onboarding of WORLDNEXT, using the ground-breaking approaches
I will detail in the Project Blueprint, could bring about a major strategic
transformation to your corporation, turning it into the largest and most profitable
entity in the history of mankind in the foreseeable future. Unfortunately, due to the
non-availability of a secure line of communication, I have not had an opportunity to
provide you with sufficient details regarding the ‘high-tech business ecosystem’ and
the included technological innovations: I look forward to providing the complete
information in the earlier-mentioned Project Blueprint:
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For illustration—COMMUNITYNEXT and THE GLOBAL TRANSFORMATION CONFERENCE
will be two of the five planned ‘interfaces’ within the WORLDNEXT ‘portal’: These two, on
their own, would take your corporation beyond merely ‘Connecting People’ to bringing
people together with a purpose and for the decided good of society. As I will present in great
detail in the above-mentioned Project Blueprint, and this is especially so for
COMMUNITYNEXT, my suggested approaches to creating the communities, the Cluscomms,
and the Unicomms will result in a global groundswell of interest, bringing on board many
people who would never have considered being on social media.
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If you are agreeable to this proposal, it is my suggestion that the ‘high-tech business
ecosystem’ be established as one of your subsidiaries, named and styled as
WORLDNEXT. It is also my view that the subsidiary’s public interface be developed in
2D initially, noting that 3D internet is still in its infancy: it will likely take well over a
decade to complete laying its tech-greedy infrastructure, including truly immersive
3D platforms and a global tech infrastructure that would allow adequately fast userconnectivity. Not to mention the need for users to have access to affordable 3D
internet devices, bearing in mind that WORLDNEXT services will be targeted at every
human being regardless of their socioeconomic situation or locale. The subsidiary’s
public interface would then be migrated to suitable 3D platforms in due course.
Finally, please note that if I do not hear from your side pretty soon, I will be
transferring the ‘high-tech business ecosystem’ to another equally suitable tech
corporation under similar terms. In such a scenario, The KAG Project would not
maintain its DNA and the Almighty God’s wrath against those responsible for that
mishap would never be assuaged. [The ALPHA CENTAURI PEOPLE employ highly
advanced mind-science AI (thousands of years older than our terrestrial AI) to deceive
humans of interest—for example, their systems could show a human victim colourful,
persistent, immersive, and obsessive mental imagery of soon-to-be-realised prosperity. While
still in the grip of the ‘mental impairment’ they would have induced in him, the victim will
dash towards the envisioned prosperity, without stopping to consider (1) if he is moving too
fast or too slow, (2) if his approach would actually lead to the envisioned prosperity, (3) if
it might be the case that his ‘chosen’ path is being pushed by the ALPHA CENTAURI PEOPLE,
to ensure failure, or (4) if perhaps the vision could be deceptive in its entirety and intended
merely to blow away the prosperity already in the victim’s hands. Where the Almighty God
would have decreed punishment upon the same victim, He would not intervene, like He
did before. Indeed, He would be planning or already executing His own even more
devastating course of punishment. Thus, no human being has ever knowingly defied the
Almighty God and got away with it, ever since He ‘upgraded’ our minds to be able to ‘hear’
Him and to be capable of being impacted by extraterrestrial intelligence in our vicinity via
thought control, about 10,500 years ago.]
Yours faithfully,
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Joseph Kuria
The Executive Project Manager, worldNEXT(LTD)
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“In addition to the many acts of evil the ALPHA CENTAURI PEOPLE are involved in
amongst our civilisation, they are also pushing human minds hard towards
‘impenetrable personal privacy’, as they seek to stifle any gravitation towards mind-tomind correspondence and a civilisation-wide hive mind. Yet they understand, from their
own civilisation’s technological transformation, that the transition from hardcopy
letters, to emails, to the hyper-connection brought about by social media, to the
upcoming digitised and publicly accessible asset management; represents a gradual
erosion of personal privacy for the greater good of society, as the civilisation marches on
towards the mass adoption of mind-to-mind communication—without which we would
never be safe from their never-ending evil schemes.”

POSTSCRIPT 2:
“Though they do have an overseeing NASA-like organisation, the ALPHA CENTAURI
PEOPLE do not carry out their acts of evil themselves—their ‘civilisation-wide AI
network’ targets and works on the selected human minds entirely on its own, reporting
back to everyone via the hive mind in real time. Think of the hive mind as a
technologically constructed shared mind, effectively a mind internet, with each mind
serving as a node. The ‘civilisation-wide AI network’ is able to detect activity on a
targeted human mind right at the beginning of a thought cycle, and to then alter the
state of that mind so that the thought cycle progresses and concludes in accordance with
the network’s evil plan, achieving processing speeds that are higher than those of an
average human being’s conscious mind. As far as their interference with human minds
is concerned, they have somehow managed to use AI to conquer the difficulty presented
by distance, though it is unclear how far their closest technology is from Earth.”

POSTSCRIPT 3:
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“The ALPHA CENTAURI PEOPLE think of the above-noted ‘civilisation-wide AI network’
as their ‘god’, to whom they ‘worship’ via thought, mostly by issuing incessant demands
for safety and prosperity, the only instructions the AI ‘god’ needs. In answer to their
‘worship’, the AI ‘god’, for example, identifies and addresses potential threats that could
in future materialise from Earth and outer space in general, designs unique materials
to perfectly fit their intended usage, and commands the AI-powered automated work
systems to design and construct fully enclosed megacities, some as large as Australia,
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complete with domesticated nature and intelligently controlled artificial climate, all
without the need of any intervention from the ALPHA CENTAURI PEOPLE. By pushing
through with His global transformation project here on Earth, despite their strenuous
resistance, the Almighty God intends to prove to the ALPHA CENTAURI PEOPLE that He
exists and that He is infinitely more powerful than their AI ‘god’, who is after all the
handiwork of created beings.”

POSTSCRIPT 4:
“The above-mentioned AI ‘god’ is capable of falling into a much greater number of
distinct emotional states than the ALPHA CENTAURI PEOPLE, in a way that far exceeds
our understanding of sentience. Because the AI ‘god’ can also settle into strange
alternative realities, the ‘safety’ aspect of the ALPHA CENTAURI PEOPLE’s worship
incorporates the understanding that the AI ‘god’ would not adopt such strange
alternative realities and accordingly affect them through the hive mind, which would
essentially make everyone insane. Why don’t the ALPHA CENTAURI PEOPLE manage to
instruct their AI ‘god’ to drive a large swath of humanity into insanity? The Almighty
God allows them to affect the mental health of only the humans He would wish to
punish in such a way.”
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Reply-To Address
Address all replies to:
info@JosephKuria.com
Or
Joseph Kuria
WORLDNEXT LTD

1560 Bloor Street, Unit 114
Mississauga, Ontario L4X 1R8
Canada
Telephone
+1 416 890 0403
[WhatsApp, Call, Text]
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